INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS
The students of PSBB T.Nagar marked 75 years of Independence with great patriotic fervour.
The KG children dressed in
flag colours assembled in the
quadrangle . This was followed
by a short programme, an
invocation song by Pre-kg
children, speech by an LKG
child about the significance of
the colours of the flag and
rendering of patriotic songs in
different languagaes by the
UKG children..

Students of Std One dressedup as various freedom fighters and spoke about their struggle
helped in making India a free country.

Students of Class Two completed the slogan “I
love my country because…”They also spoke about
National Symbols and the need to respect them.

Std 3 students integrated their EVS topic- What’s Cooking and brought their lunch in the Tri
Colour Theme. They designed posters and coined patriotic slogans

Independence Day Celebrations - 15th August, 2022 @ PSBB T. Nagar
Seventy five years of Indian Independence was celebrated with much fervour and grandeur.
Lt. Col. Rahman, a doctor trained in Aviation Medicine, presently posted as Lady Medical
Officer in the Chennai Military Hospital was the Chief Guest for the event.

The cultural extravaganza began with the Tamizh Thai Vaazhtu, followed by patriotic song by
the choir group. India – 75 was a programme put up by the members of the PTA. A set of
beautifully choreographed presentation on the achievements of India, a mime showcasing the
importance of cleanliness and the principles of Mahatma Gandhi and the group song “Mile Sur
Mera Tumhara” in various regional languages was widely appreciated. A poem on Unity,
penned by Sahana. R of class VIII B and Swadesh Prem- a dance that conveyed the pride one
carries being Indian no matter where he / she is, too garnered quite an applause.
The Chief Guest spoke on the importance of the day and urged everyone to repose their trust
on military doctors. She cited several instances of her experience in the military. After her
inspiring talk, the audience moved to the quadrangle area for the flag hoisting. This was
followed by the National Anthem. Several members of the audience had a ‘Question and
Answer’ session with Col. Rahman and the programme ended with her urging everyone to do
their part and thus serving the nation in their own way.
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